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DISJOINT ESSENTIAL ANGULAR CLUSTER SETS

.By H. ALLEN.l\ND C. BELNA

1. We consider measurable functions f from the upper baH plane H; Im(z) >0 into
an arbitary compact metric space (D, d). A Stolz angle·at a point x on the real line R
is any region of the form

L1={zeH: p<arg(z-x) <q} (O<p<q<'K).

For each Stolz angle L1 at xER. we define the essential angular cluster set Ce(f, x,.t1)
of f at x relative to L1 as follows: the point aED is in Ce(f, x, LI) if, for every. e > 0.

lim . m[LI(r) Of- l ( {bED: d (a, b) <e} ) 1.. 0
.....0 sup mL1(r) "''>

where L1(r)=L10 {z: Iz-xl <rl (r> 0) and m denotes 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
We note that Ce(f,:c,L1) is a compact subset of D and that m[L1(r) Of-I (G)]/mL1(r)-+
1 as r->O for any open set G containing- Ce(.f. x, LI).

We let T(j) denote the set of all points xER at which there exist two Stolz angles L1~

and LI~ such that Ce (f, :c, L1~) =FCe(f, x, L1~). A. M. Bruckner and Casper Goffman [21
have shown that T(j) is of :first category. Subsequently, Casper Goffman and W. T.
Sledd [3J showed that T(f) is of linear measure zero, but could be uncountable. Our
purpose is to show that, although T(j) might be uncountable, at only countably many
points XET(j) can there be found two Stolz angles LI~ and L1~ for which

Ce(.f. x, L1~) 0 Ce(f, x, L1~) =rjJ.

LEMMA. If S is a measurable subset of H, the set A (S) of all points XER at whieh
there exist two Stolz angles LI~ and L1~ with

lim m[LI~(r) OS] 1 and lim m[L1~c;.) Os] 0
..-0 mLl~(r) .....0 mL1~(r)

is countable.

Proof. Fix four numbers 0 < a < f3 < r < 0 < 10, and set .d~= {z: a < arg(z-x) <
f3} and .d~={z:r<arg(z-x)<oj for each xER. For anarbitarypair of pointsx<,.
in R we set QXy=L1~O .d; and we define

rxy=sup"Q» Iz-xl and ryx=sup"Q» Iz-yl.

Through elementary calculations we determine positive numbers KI , K'b K 3 (each indep
endent of x and y) such that

mLl~(rxy)=KI(y-x)2, mLl;(ryx) =K2(y-x) 2 and m.Qzy=K3(y-X)2.

(Note that K 3/ K I and K 3/ K 2 are both positive numbers less than 1.) Choose a number
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r> 0 and let A,.[S; a, {3, T, oJ denote the set of all points XER for which

m[L1~(t)J1~J > l-(K 12K) nd71{4~it)_nSJ /' K 12K
m.d~(t) 3 1 a mL1~(t)·c 3 2

for each tE(O,r). Pick a number t'r>O SO that both rxy<r and ryx<r whenever
o<.1-x < t'r·

Suppose there exist points x, .1EA£S;a, {3, r, oJ with 0 <y-x < Tr_ It is clear that

m(QXynS) ?:: m[.d~(r,2;") nSJ-m[L1;(rXY ) -Qxy].

Since xEA£S;a, P, T, oJ and since

m[.d~(TxJl)-Q.",,] 1- K~l'
m.d~(rx,,)

it follows that

m<a:"ns) >[1- K 3_]_[1_ ~]=~.
mL1z (rXY ) 2K1 K 1 2K1

In view of this inequality and the identity

m.d~(r,2;") K1

mL1~(r,,;j K2 '

we see that

m[~(ryx)OS]_> m[Qz~O~l=_~~nS] . m~.~.(rx.y) _>_If3_
mL1~(ryx) = m~(rJlx) m.d~(Txy) mL1~(ryx) 2K2

which contradicts .1EAr[S;a, P, T, oJ. Therefore, Ix-.11 > 't:r for each pair
x, yEA,. [S; a, {3, T, 0]; and hence, A,[S; a, P, r, oJ is a countable set.

To complete the proof, we observe that

ACSJc:ArCS~ a, P, r, o]U A.,[H-S; a, P, T, oJ)
where the union is taken over all rational numbers r> 0 and all 4-tuples (a, P, T, 0) of
rational numbers satisfying 0 <a <P<r < iJ < 7(;.

THEOREM. If f:H--->{) is measurable, the set E of all points xER at which there
exist two Stolz angles .d~ and ~ with

CeU, x, .d~) nCe(f,:c,~) =t/>
is countable.

Proof. Let B be a countable basis for the metric topology on Q, and let (J denote
the collection of all sets expressible as a finite union of sets in B. Using the compact
ness of Q, one can easily show that in the notation of our lemma

Ec: U ACr1 (G)];
GCQ

and the theorem is proved.

2. Here we use our theorem to obtain a short proof of a well known result concerning
Lebesgue density.

A measurable set Qc:R is said to have right density a at the point xER if

lim mrnn(:c,x+a)J a,
a-O+ a
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where fit denotes linear Lebesgue measure. Left density is defined analogou~y.

COROLLARY. If QcR is measurable, the set B[Q] of all points xER at which Q 11m
right density 1 and left density 0 is cQUntable.

Proof. Define the function f in H to he the characteristic function of Qx (0,00),
where x denotes cartesian cross product. At each point xEB[Q] choose Stolz angles L1~

and ,1; such that ,1~ (,1;) lies to the right (left) of the vertical at x. Then

Ce (f, x, ,1~) nCe(j, x, ,1;) = {I} n {OJ =~

for each xEB[Q]; and, according to our theorem, B[Q] is countable.
3. For the sake of completeness, we now show that the set of points XET (f) at

which there exist three Stolz angles ,1~, ,1;, ,1; for which

Ce(f, x, ,1;) nCe(f, x, ,1;) nCe(f, x, ,1;)=~

need not he countable.
Let K denote the Cantor "middle half" subset of [0,1]. Let II (x), l2(X) , l3(X) he the

half rays eminating from x and making respective angles 11:/4, 11:/2, 311:/4 with respect
to the positive real axis. Set Sj= U lj(x), j=l, 2, 3. As indicated by F. Bagemihl,

z<K

G. Piranian and G.S. Young [1, proof of Theorem 2, P. 3OJ,wehaveSlUS2US3=~.

Through an elementary but tedious computation, one can show that

_ 1 14+ V187
p(S2> SIn S3)-2' In---- 9v'Z-'

where p (., .) represents the non-Euclidean hyperbolic metric on H:

p(Zl> z?) =--L In ,JI-£IZ2'-±JZI-Z 2L
- 2 /1-£lz21-lzl-z21

For each e<O, the set

L1:(e)={zEH:p(z,lj(x)) <e} (j=1,2,3)

is a Stolz angle at x. Furthermore, Since p(S2> SlnSa) >0,
it is clear that there exists an eo >0 such that

jQl [.~K L1:(eo)J=~.
It is now a trivial matter to define a continuous complex valued function f in H such

that
3

n Ce(f, x, ,1:(eo))=~.
i=l
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